
Cliffside Refiners Limited Partnership Meeting 

November 5, 2019 @ 9:00 AM 

Attendees: 

(Cliffside) Rodney C. Brad H. Barry S. Tim D.  

(Downtown) Emress B. Sam B. Amanda C. 

(NOC)  Cindy G. David S. 

(CRLP) Nick D. Bobby S. Tony K. Sarah F. 

 

Roll Call 

 Noted 

Antitrust applies, multiple companies on the call. 

Nick D.-Limit the call to a couple of things.  SERCO repaired the culvert.  We will call that 
closed.  Crane was fixed on Friday.  That is really all I have on the agenda, does anyone have 
any issues they want to raise about the outage? 

Amanda C.-You received an email this morning from Melissa about DGA tank cleanout. 

Nick D.-Yeah Brad is addressing that today.  We talked about it last night.  It wasn’t clear to me, 
I saw Mark’s note, it is not clear what all is involved.  There could be hazardous material we 
would have to face, I don’t have full understanding of the scope of the work.  He is looking at 
something to do there but maybe not the full scope of what Mark had. 

Amanda C.-When they pulled the wave guide transmitter out and it had some gunk on it so we 
think the tank probably has that in it too so we want to flush that out. 

Nick D.-The immediate issue is deciding what we want to do with the column, when Brad is 
there you can talk about that and decide how you want to get that done. 

Sam B.-The bypass was with permission. 

Nick D.-I don’t know anything about that. 

Amanda C.-The bypass was done with an MOC that Air Products 

I think the thing that happened was that Air Products was collecting data 

No safety was bypassed 

I apologize it happened but it did 



We will do some more testing on it 

Nick D.-When Brad is there we can see if there is anything that needs to change. 

Amanda C.-Insulation is going very well, we got started on the K100 work a little later than we 
wanted to they are starting on re-build today. 

Sam B.-The expectation is that we will be using our compressor. 

Amanda C.-When insulation is complete by end of the day Thursday we are going to be starting 
the recycle. 

Brad H.-I talked to SERCO on scaffolding he will talk to the guys to get that out 

Amanda C.-Enerflex is coming to watch it run and take temperatures.  Boards will be in if we 
have any issues there.  Our intent is to get it going as soon as everything is ready. 

Nick D.-Then that becomes feed gas to CHEU and so the operators get ready and then you bring 
it up.  CRLP and Air Products are there to support the start up.  We are all in sync on that.  Tony 
any comments? 

Tony K.-By the end of the week should be done. 

Nick D.-Anything else? 

 


